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Preface 

This report was prepared as a step towards 
establishing uniformity in the reporting of con-
dition surveys of pavements. 

The first part of the report outlines var-
ious types of condition surveys and suggests 
methods of making them. Appendices. A and B con-
tain definitions of construction types, compo-
nents, and defects or manifestations together 
with illustrations. These definitions have been 
listed in order to present a more uniform under-
standing of just what is meant by the terms fre-
quently used in making condition surveys. 

Appendix C contains suggested forms. In 
the preparation of this report it was not the 
thought of the Committee to dictate the type of 
forms to be used in studying various pavements, 
but rather to point out what they considered the 
minimum amount of information which would make 
the surveys of maximum use to others than those 
conducting them. 
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Pavement Condition Surveys 

General 
Pavement condition surveys are necessary in order to evaluate properly 

the effect upon pavement life and service caused by- various factors such as 
subgrade soil of the various classifications, subgrade densification, sub-
grade treatments, subgrade drainage, subbase materials and methods of plac-
ing, pavement materials, pavement design, pavement construction methods, 
traffic, maintenance materials and methods, and climatic conditions. 

Pavements may be broadly classified as rigid pavements or as flexible 
pavements. The most important rigid type pavement is portland cement con-
crete. For pavements of this type, pavement condition is logically meas-
ured by the condition of joints and cracks, condition of the surface, and 
the amount of cracking and breakage. 

Flexible type pavements consist of a wide range of sub-types beginning 
with traffic compacted aggregate surfaces and ending with the highest type 
of hot-mixed bituminous concrete on a combination of bituminous concrete or 
penetration macadam base, waterbound macadam base, and subbase. For pave-
ments of the flexible type, pavement condition is logically measured by the 
amount of cracking, type of cracking, raveling, rutting, shoving, settling, 
bleeding, and the area and depth of patches. 

Skid resistance and degree of bumpiness (roughness) are pavement con-
dition factors for both rigid and flexible pavements. 

Forms 
A number of forms have been developed to facilitate recording and 

studying the data obtained from pavement condition surveys for both rigid 
and flexible pavements. They are illustrated in Appendix C. The office 
data, concrete or bituminous mix data, subbase data, and subgrade data 
called for by the forms are historical data which are available as soon as 
a construction or maintenance project has been completed, and this data 
should be recorded as äoon as possible on the prescribed forms and filed 
with the research section of the highway department for use in connection 
with pavement condition surveys. 

Field Procedure 
Various types of pavement condition surveys may be designated and 

described as follows: 

1. Reconnaissance surveys. which embody merely cursory observations 
generally made while driving over pavements. 

.2. Statistical or tally surveys wherein various features of pave-
ment conditions are merely counted and considered statistically. 

3. Intermediate or semi-detailed surveys in which the features 
should be susceptible of identification in subsequent surveys, but in 
which no sketches to scale are made. 

). Detailed sketch or strip map surveys in which the features are 
sketched to scale in detail on a strip map and studied in the office. 

. Photographic surveys which produce an exact reproduction or photo-
graphic film of the pavement surface. (This method involves equipment and 
methods which are not yet perfected). 
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Tally surveys are usually taken with one or two field parties, each 
consisting of two or three men and an automobile, the number of parties 
and men being dependent upon the amount of detail to be taken. If scaling, 
cracking, and joint conditions for rigid pavements are to be tallied, two 
field parties would be required, one to record the condition of the sur-
face, and the other to record the numbers and conditions of joints and 
cracks. Scaling would ordinarily be divided into surface scale and pro-
gressive scale. The form for recording the condition of the surface for 
rigid pavements provides for listing three conditions of scaling according 
to area and three conditions of scaling according to depth. One observer 
toulü tally these data on six counters suitably mounted on a board. The 
form also provides for listing four conditions of progressive scale, and 
another observer could tally these data, using four counters. The front 
fenders of the automobile are a good vantage point for these observers. 
The driver could check stations, mileages, and keep notes. The driver of 
the second car could count pumping expansion and contraction joints and 
cracks on three counters, and one observer, riding on one of the front 
fenders, could record the numbers of expansion joints, contraction joints, 
cracks, spalled joints, and corner breaks on five counters. 

A conlete survey of joints and cracks and pumping for rigid pave-
ments would require a crew of three men. Such a survey would ordinarily 
be made in two operations, namely, preliminary and detail. In the pre-
liminary survey the follodng items would be observed and the observation 
results recorded: 

Weather conditions, including the date and severity of the most 
recent rainfall. 

Length of pavement surveyed. 
Number of expansion joints, contraction joints, and cracks (3 

counters). 
t. Number of joints and cracks showing pumping, and the class of 

pumping (9 counters). 
. Number of faulted joints and cracks (3 counters). 

Number of interior and exterior load corner breaks (2 counters). 
Average joint and crack openings. 
Condition of joint and crack seal. 
Condition of shoulders and general drainage conditions. 
Extent and effect of subseal where used to control pumping. 
Soil information of a general nature. 
Miscellaneous information such as location of curb, superelevation, 

etc. where such items appear to influence pumping. 

In the above list, items 3, 1, 5 , and 6 could be assigned to the two 
observers riding on the fenders, and the remaining items could be made the 
responsibility of the driver. 

The automobiles used in these surveys should be driven from three to 
ten miles per hour, dependent upon the amount of detail to be observed, 
with frequent stops to permit closer examinations to be made. 

The preliminary survey is immediately followed by the detail survey. 
Sections for detailed study should be chosen during the preliminary survey. 
These sections are usually I00 ft in length. For projects showing uniform 
performance throughout their entire length, single representative sections 



would be sufficient; where sharp changes in design or performance occur, 
detail study sections could be extended to include portions representative 
of each condition"or more than one section could be chosen for detailed 
study. During the detail survey, observations and measurements 'would be 
made on the following items, using the field sketch sheet to record the 
data: 

Location of all joints and cracks. 
Road section (cut, fill, or grade). 
Extent and class of pumping. 

L. Joint and crack openings. 
. Depth of fault at joints and cracks (take measurements in each 

wheel track). 
Spall. 
Interior and exterior load corner breaks. 
Shoulder and drainage conditions. 
Condition of joint and crack seal. 
Approximate textural type of soil. 
Location and index number of core hole to be made in pavement 

for taking subgrade sample during soil sampling operations. 
Other pertinent items. 

Joint and crack openings are - measured by digging down at the edge of 
the pavement along side the joints and cracks. In most cases only expan-
sion joint openings can be measured with any degree of accuracy. 

Fault measurements are made with a device consisting essentially of 
a small I-beam mounted on two legs and having a calibrated sliding rod at 
one end. The depth of fault is measured by placing the two legs of the 
device on the pavement at one side of the joint so that the calibrated 
sliding rod is on the other side of the joint. The sliding rod, held in 
place by a friction spring arrangement, is pushed by the foot to contact 
with the pavement. A handle is provided to facilitate setting the device 
in place on the pavement and lifting it for taking readings. Readings are 
taken to the nearest 1/16 in.. 

When it .is desired to make pavement inspections on foot over a section 
of considerable length, a two man crew with an automobile can be used.to  
good advantage. In this case, one observer starts down the pavement while 
the other one drives the automobile ahead a certain distance to a station 
where he leaves the car and proceeds on foot. The first observer, upon 
arriving at the car, discontinues his observations where the second observ-
er began, drives ahead a similar distance, leaves the car, and proceeds on 
foot, etc. 

In surveying pavements without transverse joints at regular intervals, 
pavement lengths observed are measured with an odometer, with a calibrated 
measuring wheel, by chaining distance, or by using the stationing estab-
lished when the pavement was constructed. In connection with the latter 
method, project stationing impressed in the concrete of portland cement 
concrete pavements at the time of construction has proved to be very help- 
ful. 	 . 

After the location of subgrade, subbase or base samples has been mark-
ed on the pavement, holes may be drilled and the desired samples taken and 
tested. 

In any study of pumping of rigid pavements and of any sprface condition 



of flexible pavements, a knowledge of the frequency and magnitude of axle 
loads of commercial vehicles traveling the highway sections under observ-
ation is essential. These axle loads could be classified as follows: 

1.Less than 10,000 pounds. 
Over 10,000 pounds. 
Over  14,000 pounds. 

). Over 18,000 pounds. 

For recording flexible pavement surface defects, such as transverse 
cracks, longitudinal cracks, map cracking (alligatoring), raveling, rutting, 
shoving, settlement, bleeding, and patches, the field sketch form is appro-
priate, or a notebook could be used. For each section surveyed, the fol-
lowing data should be recorded: 

Survey party. 
Date of survey. 
Weather conditions, including date and severity of the most 

recent rainfall. 
t. Log of section locating types and extent of failures. 
. Topography. 

Predominating soil texture. 
Position of grade line with respect to ground surface and water 

table. 
Drainage conditions. 
Unusual traffic conditions. 
Width of shoulders. 
Any other data pertinent to performance. 

The field data should be condensed and, together with the analysis of 
the data, entered on the form entitled "Surface Condition of Bituminous 
Pavements." If a detail survey of raveling, rutting, settlement, patching, 
or longitudinal joints has been made, the form entitled "Detail Survey of 
Surface Condition" may be used to summarize the results. A complete study 
of rutting would require a survey to be made which would obtain the in-
formationS called for on the form entitled "Cross Section of Pavement Sur-
face". 

Stopping 'distance tests are of value in observing any tendency of a 
pavement to develop slipperiness. The form "Stopping Distance Tests" may 
be used to record the results of this test. 

Pavement distress may be evidenced by an increase in roughness (bum-
piness), and the form entitled "Road Roughness Measurements" may be used 
to record this characteristic of the surface. This form is intended for 
use in connection with a "road roughness indicator" which was designed by 
the Bureau of Public Roads, however, other methods and forms may be employed. 

Project Record Cards 
After a pavement condition survey has been completed, studying the 

data is facilitated by entering pertinent data on punch cards (Appendix 
C). The illustration shows such a card with headings appropriate for a 
comprehensive survey of the conditiob of a portland cement concrete pave-
ment. By the use of such cards, the survey data with respect to any re-
corded variable may be assembled and studied with respect to that variable. 
The use of such cards also results in a compact, permanent, and easily 
accessible record of the survey. 
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Safety Measures 
Since a pavement condition survey requires the cars being used in the 

survey to be driven at slow speeds, with frequent starts and stops, and 
requires considerable walking on the pavement by the survey crew, all nec-
essary precautions to insure against accidents should be taken. Equipping 
the survey cars with flashing red lights would be effective in alerting 
oncoming motorists. Using cars with distinctive markings and possibly a 
sign on the back of each car reading "Pavement Condition Survey" would be 
helpful. When stops are made to survey in detail a limited section of high-
way, it would be advisable to place warning signs approximately 500 ft be-
yond the limits of the section, and in extreme cases supplement the signs. 
with flagmen. 



Appendix A 

Definitions of Highway Construction Types 
According to Federal Classifications 

Primitive Road. An unimproved route (on which there is no public 
maintenance) usable by 4-wheel vehicles and publicly traveled by 
small numbers of vehicles. 

Unimproved Road. A road using the natural surface and maintained to 
permit bare passability for motor vehicles, but not conforming to the 
requirements for a graded and drained earth road. The road may have 
been bladed, and minor improvements may have been made locally. 

Graded and Drained Earth Road. A road of natural earth alined and 
graded to permit reasonably convenient use by motor vehicles and 
drained by longitudinal and transverse drainage systems (natural or 
artificial) sufficiently to prevent serious impairment of the road by 
normal surface water, with or without dust palliative treatment or a 
continuous course of special borrow material to protect the new road-
bed temporarily and to facilitate immediate traffic service. 

Soil-Surfaced Road. A road of natural soil, the surface of which has 
been improved to provide more adequate traffic service by the addition 
of (a) a course of mixed soil having A-i or A-2 characteristics, such 
as sand-clay, soft shale, or topsoil; or (b) an admixture such as bitu-
minous material, portland cement, calcium chloride, sodium chloride, 
or fine granular material (sand or similar material). 

Gravel or Stone Road. A road the surface of which consists of gravel, 
broken stone, slag, chert, caliche, iron ore, shale, chat, disintegrated 
rock or granite, or other similar fragmental material (coarser than 
sand) with or without sand-clay, bituminous, chemical or portland ce-
ment stabilizing admixture or light penetrations of oil or chemical to 
serve as dust palliative. 

Bituminous Surface-Treated Road. An earth road, a soil-surfaced road, 
or a gravel or stone road to which has been added by any process a 
bituminous surface course, with or without a seal coat, the total com-
pacted thickness of which is less than one inch. Seal coats include 
those known as chip seals, drag seals, plant-mix seals and rock asphalt 
seals. 

Mixed Bituminous Road. A road the surface coure of which is one inch 
or more in compacted thickness composed of gravel, stone, sand or 
similar material, mixed with bituminous material under partial control. 
as to grading and proportions. 

Bituminous Penetration Road. A road the surface course of which is 
one inch or more in compacted thickness composed of gravel, stone, sand, 
or similar material bound with bituminous material introduced by down-
ward or upward penetration. 

I. Bituminous Concrete, Sheet Asphalt or Rock Asphalt Road. A road on 
which has been constructed a surface course one inch or more in com-
pacted thickness consisting of bituminous concrete or sheet asphalt, 
prepared in accordance with pr'ecise specifications controlling grada-
tion, proportions and consistency of compositon, or of rock asphalt. 
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The surface course may. consist of combinations of two or more layers 
such as a bottom and a top course, or a binder and a wearing course. 

Portland Cement Concrete Road. A road 'consisting of portland cement 
concrete with or without a bituminous wearing surface less than one 
inch in compacted thickness. 

Brick Road. A road consisting of paving brick with or without a bitu-
minous wearing, surface less than one inch in compacted thickness. 

Block Road. A road consisting of stone block, wood block, asphalt 
block or other form of block, except paving brick, with or without a 
bituminous wearing surface less than one inch in compacted thickness. 

Combination Type Road. A road the wearing course of which consists of 
two or more individual types each being of such depth as to be classed 
logically as a part of the traffic bearing road surface rather than as 
surfaced shoulders. 

* * * * * * 
Bridges. Structures of over 20-ft span, including both stream 
crossings and grade separations. 

Miscellaneous. Miscellaneous construction work not otherwise 
classified. 



Appendix B 
Definition of Terms for Pavement Condition Surveys 

I. TYPES 
Rigid Pavements—Those which due to high bending resistance distrib-
ute loads to the foundation over a comparatively large area, e.g. 
portland cement concrete pavement, and bituminous, brick or stone 
block pavements supported on a portland cement concrete base. 

Flexible Pavements—Those having sufficiently low bending resistance 
to maintain intimate contact with the underlying structure, and to 
distribute loads to the foundation by aggregate interlock, particle 
friction and/or surface tension, e.g. macadam, crushed stone, gravel, 
and all bituminous types not supported on a rigid base. 

Rigid Base—Those which due to high bending resistance distribute 
loads to the foundation over a comparatively large area. 

L. Flexible Base—Those having sufficiently low bending resistance to 
maintain intimate contact with the underlying structure, and to dis-
tribute loads to the foundation by aggregate interlock, particle 
friction and/or surface tension, e.g. macadam, crushed stone, gravel, 
and all bituminous types. 

II. COMPONENTS 

Subgrade (Basement Soil)—The material in excavations (cuts), em-
bankments (fills), and embankment foundations immediately below the 
first layer of subbase, base or pavement and to such depth as may 
affect the structural design. 

Subbase—Specified or selected material of planned thickness placed 
as foundation for a base. 

Base—Specified or selected material of planned thickness placed as 
foundation for a pavement. 

). Binder Course—The course, in sheet asphalt and bituminous concrete 
pavements, placed between the base course and surface course. 

. Leveling Course—The course constructed immediately on top of the 
base, or existing pavement for the purpose of removing large irreg-
ularities. The binder course may function as a leveling course and 
be called by either or both names as a binder-leveling course. 

Scratch or Wedge Course—A course, separate and distinct from the 
binder course, placed on the base to overcome deficiencies such as 
lack of or too much crown, or to adjust grade or superelevation. 

Surface Course—The top course of a pavement designed to provide a 
surface resistant to traffic abrasion or to impart structural value 
to the pavement. 

Prime Coat—An initial application of a low viscosity liquid bitu-
minous material to an absorbent surface preparatory to any superimposed 
treatment or construction. The object of priming is to penetrate the 
existing surface so as to plug capillary voids, to coat and bond dust 
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and loose mineral particles and thus harden or toughen the surface 
and promote adhesion between it and the superimposed treatment or 
construction. 

Tack Coat—The initial application of bituminous material to an exist-
ing surface to insure bond between the superimposed construction and 
the old surface. 

Surface Treatment—Applications of bituminous materials to any type 
of pavement surface with or without a cover of mineral aggregate, 
which usually produce an increase in thickness of not more than 3/14 in. 

Seal Coat—A bituminous coating with or without aggregate applied to 
the surface of a pavement for the purpose of waterproofing and pre-
serving the surface, relivening a previous bituminous surface, alter-
ing the surface texture of the pavement or providing resistance to 
traffic abrasion. 

Resurfacing—A supplemental surface or replacement placed on an exist-
ing pavement to improve its surface conformation or increase its 
strength. 

Materials— 

Aggregates.—Hard inert material composed of graduated fragments 
for mixing with a cementing material to form conc±ete or mortar 
or used to furnish stability to a pavement by its interlocking 
action. Coarse aggregate may be considered as the material 
which will be retained on approximately a * in. sieve and fine 
aggregate as the material which will pass approximately a * in. 
Sieve. 

Bitumens—Mixtures. of hydrocarbons of natural or pyrogeneous 
origin or combinations of both frequently accompained by their 
non-metallic derivatives which may be gaseous, liquid, semi-solid 
or solid and which are completely soluble in carbon disulfide. 

Cement—The substance used for uniting particles of aggregate 
together to form a pavement or structure. 

Asphalt Cement—Refined asphalt, or a combination of re-
fined asphalt and flux, of suitable consistency for paving 
purposes. It has a normal penetration of between 140 and 
300. 

Tar Cements—The heavier grades (RT-10, RT-ll and RT-12) 
especially prepared for direct use in construction arid 
maintenance of bituminous pavements. Float test at 50 deg. 
C usually between iS and 220 seconds. 

Natural Cement—The product obtained by finely pulverizing 
calcined argillaceous limestone, to which not to exceed 5 
percent of non-deleterious materials may be added subse-
quent to calcination. The temperature of calcination shall 
be no higher than is necessary to drive off carbonic acid 
gas. 

Portland Cement—The product obtained by pulverizing clink-
er consisting essentially of hydraulic calcium silicates to 
which no additions have been made subsequent to calcination 
other than water and/or untreated calcium sulfate, except 
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that additions not to exceed 1.0 percent of other materials 
may be interground with the clinker at the option of the 
manufacturer, provided such materials in amounts indicated 
have been shown to be not harntful by tests carried out or 
reviewed by Committee C-i on Cement of the American Society 
for Testing Materials. 

(e) Air Entraining Portland Cement—The product obtained by pul-
verizing clinker consisting essentially of hydraulic calcium 
silicates, to which no additions have been made subsequent 
to calcination other than water and/or untreated calcium 
sulfate except that there shall be interground with the 
clinkers an addition shown to be acceptable, in the amounts 
indicated, by tests carried out or reviewed by Committee C-1 
on Cement of the American Society of Testing Materials. 

D. Adnthcbures—Substances, not normally a part of paving materials 
or mixtures, which are added to them to modity their properties. 

iL'. Shoulder—That portion of the roadbed between the traveled way or 
pavement and the top of the ditch in cuts and the top of the slope 
in embankents. 

lS. Subsealing or Undersealing—The process of placing a waterproof mat-
erial under the existing pavement for the purpose of arresting the 
vertical flow of water or suspended solids and for the purpose of 
filling the voids under the pavement. 

16. Joints—The constructed junctions between adjacent sections of pave-
ment or between pavement and structures. 

Expansion Joint—A joint in which provision is made to permit 
the pavement to expand to a length greater than that at which 
it was laid. 

Contraction Joint—A joint of either the full depth or weakened 
plane type designed to establish the position of any crack 
caused by contraction while providing no space for expansion 
of the pavement beyond its original length. 

Longitudinal Joint—A joint of either the full depth or weak-
ened plane type constructed parallel to or along the centerline 
to control longitudinal cracking. 

Warping Joint—A joint with the sole function of permitting 
warping of the pavement slabs at times when moisture and tem-
perature differentials occur in the pavement, i.e., longitu-
dinal or transverse joints with bonded steel or tie bars pass-
ing through them. 

Construction Joint—A vertical or notched plane of separation 
in a pavement made necessary by the exigencies of construction. 

17. Surface Texture—The character of the surface of a pavement which 
depends on the size, shape arrangement and distribution of the ag-
gregates and cement or binder. 

III. DEFECTS OR MANIFESTATIONS 

1; Alligator Cracking—Interlaced cracking of a bituminous wearing 
course into small irregular blocks caused by indequate base support. 



Bleeding—The upward migration of the bituminous material in a bitu-
minous pavement resulting in the formation of a film of bitumen on 
the surface. 

Blowing—The surging of water, either vertical or longitudinal, along 
pavement edges, which may or may not be accompanied by the movement 
of sand or other granular material caused by downward slab movement 
activated by the passage of heavy axles over the pavement, after the 
accumulation of free water on or in the subgrade or subbase. 

).. Blow-up—The localized buckling or shattering of a rigid type pave-
ment usually at a transverse crack or joint caused byexcessive long-
itudinal pressure. 

. Corrugations—Regular transverse undulations in the surface of a 
pavement consisting of alternate valleys and crests. 

6. Cracks—Approximately vertical cleavage due to natural causes or 
traffic action. 

Transverse Cracks—Cracks which follow a course approximately 
at right angles to the centerline. 

Longitudinal Cracks—Cracks which follow a course approximately 
parallel to the centerline. 

Diagonal Cracks—Cracks which follow a course approximately 
diagonal to the centerline. 

Corner Cracks—Diagonal cracks forming a triangle with a long-
itudinal edge or joint, and a transverse joint or crack, whose 
legs are not less than 12 inches or more than one-half the 
lane width. 

Restraint Cracks—Cracks which develop near the outside edges 
of a concrete pavement (approximately 3 ft or less) and pro-
gress in an irregular path toward the longitudinal joints. 
(Sometimes referred to as crowfoot cracks.) 

7. Crazing—Pattern cracking extending through only the surface layer; 
a result of more drying shrinkage in the surface than in the interior 
of the plastic concrete. 

8. "Do Lines—A form of disintegration characterized by the successive 
formation of a series of fine cracks at rather close intervals par-
alleling edges, joints and cracks, and usually curving across slab 
corners, the initial cracks forming very close to the slab edge and 
additional cracks progressively developing, each a little farther 
from the edge than the preceding one. Ordinarily the cracks are 
filled with a calcareous deposit. 

9. Disintegration—Deterioration into small fragments or particles due 
to any cause. 

10. Distortion—Any deviation of the pavement surface from its original 
shape.. 

11. Faulting—Differential vertical displacement of the slabs adjacent 
to a joint or crack. 

12. Flecking—The dislodgement of the thin mortar film from the outer-
most portions of occasional particles of coarse aggregate on a 
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concrete surface resulting in their exposure, generally attributable 
/ to lack of bond between the mortar and aggregate. 

/"l3. Frost Heave—The differential upward displacement of a pavement due 
to the action of frost which has caused localized swelling of the-
subgrade or of some portion of the pavement. 

lIi. Hair Checking—Small cracks not conforming to a regular pattern which 
ectend to an appreciable depth but not to the full depth of the pave-
ment; occuring before the concrete takes its final set. 

l. Nap Cracking—LA form of disintegation in which cracking of the slab 
surface develops in randon pattern resembling the political sub-
divisions on a map. The condition may develop over the entire sur-
face or appear only in localized areas. It may or may not be assoc-
iated with abnormal growth of the concrete. 

16. Mud Pumping—The ejection of mixtures of water, clay and/or silt 
alorg transverse or longitudinal joints and cracks, and along pave-
ment edges caused by dowaward slab movement activated by the passage 
of heavy axles over the pavement, after the accumulation of free 
water on or in the subgrade or subbase. 

17. Pitting—The displacement of individual particles of aggregates from 
the pavement surface, due to the action of traffic or disintegration 
of the particles, without major displacement of the cementing material 
or mortar. 

18. Popouts—Craterlike depressions caused by the breaking away or forc-
ing off a portion of the pavement surface-by the expansion of a piece. 
of underlying coarse aggregate. In concrete pavement popouts often 
appear in an incipient form, with the cone shaped fragment still in 
place but surrounded by a fine crack. 

19. Raveling—The progressive disintegration from the surface doward 
or edges inward by the dislodgement of aggregate particles. 

20. Reflection Cracks—Cracks which develop in bituminous resurfacing 
over concrete pavements above the joints and cracks in the concrete 
pavement. 

21. Rutting—The formation of longitudinal depressions by the tracking 
of wheels. 

22. Scaling—Peeling away of the surface of portland cement concrete. 

Surface Scale—The peeling away of the surface mortar of port-
land cement concrete exposing sound concrete even though the 
scale extends into the mortar surrounding the coarse aggregate. 

Progressive Scale—A condition of concrete disintegration which 
in its initial stages appears as surface scaling, but which 
gradually progresses deeper and deeper below the surface stratum. 

23. Settlement—The reduction in elevation of short sections of pavement 
or structures due to their on weight, to the loads imposed on them, 
or to shrinkage in volume of the supporting earth. 

24. Shoving—Displacement of bituminous paving material due to action of 
traffic, generally resulting in bulging of the surface. 



Spalling—The breaking or chipping of the pavement at joints, cracks 
or edges usually resulting in fragments with feather edges. 

Stripping—The separation of bitumirous films from aggregate particles 
due to the presence of moisture. 

Thrust—The pressure exerted by .a rigid pavement against other pve-
ments or bridges. 

Warping—A deviation of the pavement surface from its original shape, 
caused by temperature and moisture differentials within the slab. 

Water Pumping—The ejection of clear or slightly discolored water 
along transverse or longitudinal joints and cracks caused by dawn-
ward slab movement activated by the passage of heavy axles over the 
pavement, after the accumulation of free water on or in the subgrade 
or subbase. 

Note—The foregoing defects or manifestations are illustrated on the 
following pages. 
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Pop-outs (in portland cement concrete) 
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HIGHWAY DE PARTMENT 

CONCRETE PAVEMENT CONDITION SURVEY 

OFFICE DATA 

Marked Route 	St. Hwy.  Section 	County  

F.A. Rt. and Proj. No.  Sta. 	to Sta. 	Net Length Mi.Ft. 

Date Built, Begin 	End Spec., Yr. 	Air Temp. Range 	Max 	Mm 

Contractor Resident Engineer  

Cement, Type , Source 

Fine Aggregate, Type , 	Source  

Coarse Aggregate, Type , Source  

Cement Content 	sacks/cu. yd. 	 Flexural Strength - psi at 	days 

Average water cement ratio  gal. /sack 	Compressive Strength: 

Average Slump 	inch Cyl. 	psi at 	days 

Fine Agg. - %, Coarse Agg. Max. Size - in. 	Cores 	psi at 	days 

Consolidation: Regular; Vibrated - Only Joints and Forms Vibrated - 
Cross Section Lane Width 	No. of Lanes 

Type and Duration of Curing 

Construction Procedure 

Expansion Joint: Spacing ft. , Width Opening - inch, Type of Filler  

Load Transfer Devices: Yes - No - , Type 	Spacing  inches 

Contraction Joint: Spacing - ft., Width Opening - inch, Type  

Depth 	inches; Edged Yes 	No 

Load Transfer Devices: Yes - No - , Type 	Trade Name 	Spacing in. 

Warping Joint: Spacing - ft Edged Yes 	No - Type  

Type of Tie  Spacing of Tie inches 

Longitudinal Joint: Type  Depth  inches 

Edged Yes - No 	, Type of Tie 	Spacing of Tie  inches 

Distributed Reinforcement: Material, Type and Grade  

Ultimate Strength  psi, 	 Yield Point  psi 

Steel: Longitudinal, Size Spacing 	inch; Transverse, Size _Spacing_ inch 

Other Design Details 

Signature 	 Date 



HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 	 0 

TRAFFIC DATA 

Sheet 	of 

Marked Route 
	

State Hwy. 	 Section 

County 
	

F.A. Rt. and Proj. No. 

Station Date of 
Traffic 

urvey 

24-Hour Count Numbeiof Axle Loads Per 24 Hours 

From To All Vehicles Commercial Under 
10,000 lb 

10,000 to 
13,999 lb 

14,000 to 
17,999 lb 

18,000 
and over 
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Sheet 	of 

HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 

CONCRETE PAVEMENT CONDITION SURVEY 

BASE OR SUBBASE DATA* 

Marked Route 	 - 	 State Hwy. 	 Section 
County 	 F. A. Rt. and Proj. No.  

MUM 

___________•uuiuui• 
___________iiiuuuii• 
___________•rniuiu••_________________________ 
___________•uinuiurn 

uuiiuu•i 
Thickness and Width 

Drainage 

SUBGRADE DATA 

Station 
Liquid 
Limit 

'lastic 
Index 

Soil Texture  Field 
Mois- 
ture 

Content 
Percent 

Dry 
wt. 
Cu. 
ft. 
lbs. 

ReL 
om- 

pac- 
tion 

HRB 
Clas: Gravel Sand Silt Clay 

(+2. Omm)(2. 
Percent 

0mm- 
). 05mm) 
Percent 

TO. 05 mm- 
0. 005mm) 
Percent 

(-0. 005mm) 
Percent 

Character of Terrain 

Signature 	 Date 

* Strike out words not applicable 
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HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 

Sheet 	of  

SURVEY OF SURFACE CONDITION OF CONCRETE PAVEMENTS 

Marked Route 	State Hwy. 	Section  

County 	F.A. Rt. and Proj. No.  

Made By 	Date of Field Survey  

Weather 

Date of Last Rain 

Total Number of Slals 

SURFACE SCALE 

- 	Extent  Degree  

Percent of Slab 
Area Scaled 

Number 
of Slabs 

Type 
Number 
of Slabs 

Less than 10 Peelingof Surface Mortar Only 

10 to 50 C. A. Projecting Up To 74' 

i
More than 50 C. A. Projecting Over '/" 

Average Rating, Extent of Surface Scale * 

Average Rating, Degree of Surface Scale * 

PROGRESSiVE SCALE 

umber 
 

Number 
of Joints 

"D" Lines Only  

Progressive Scale Up to 6" On One Or Both Sides of Joint  

Progressive Scale From 6" to 12" On One Or Both Sides of Joint  

Progressive Scale Extending Over 12"  

Average Rating, Progressive Scale * - 

Number of Spalled Joints and Cracks, Per Mile, Transverse 	Longitudinal 

Remarks: 	 - 

* See other side for method of computing these averages 
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SURVEY OF SURFACE CONDITION OF CONCRETE PAVEMENTS (Continued) 

The average scale ratings are computed as follows: 

Average Rating for Extent of Surface Scale 

- (A +313 + 5C) 100 	 (1 
5S 

Where 
A = Number of slabs having some scale, up to 10 percent of their areas, 

B = Number of slabs having 10 to 50 percent of their areas scaled, 

C = Number of slabs having 50 to 100 percent of their areas scaled, and 

S = Total number of slabs. 

Average Rating for Degree of Surface Scale 

= D+3E+5F 	 - 	 (2) 
D + E + F 

Where 

= Number of the slabs having first degree scale, 

E = Number of the slabs having second degree scale, and 

F = Number of the slabs having third degree scale, and where 

D + E + F = A + B + C in Formula (1). 

Average Rating for Progressive Scale 

- (K+3L+4M+5N) 100 	
3 

53 

Where 

K = Number of joints showing "D" cracks adjacent, 

L = Number of joints with progressive scale extending up to 6 in. on one or 
both sides of the joint, 

M = Number of joints with progressive scale extending from 6 to 12 in. on 
one or both sides of the joint, 

N = Number of joints with progressive scale extending over 12 inches, and 

J = Total number of joints. 



HIGHWAY DE PARTMENT Sheet 	of  
SURVEY OF STRUCTURAL CONDITION OF CONCRETE PAVEMENTS 

CRACKING 

Marked Route 
	

State Hwy. 	 - Section 

County_____ 	 F. A. Rt. and Proj. No. 

Made By 
	

Date of Field Survey 	 - Weather 

Date of Last Rain 

TRANSVERSE 

Station Number of 
omplete Cracks 
Per Lane Mile 

No. of Open Cracks 
in Reinf. Pavement 
Per Lane Mile 

Width of 
Representative 

Crack 
(Measured at 

Number and Percent of Cracks Faulted Number of 
1owups Per 
Lane Mile 

rotaiCracks 
& Joints Per 
Lane Mile 

*Number 
Found 

to be Pumpin 
Per Lane Mile  

/8 	0 /4 ' 	" 
i4 	0 12 + i2________ - - 

From 
- 
To 

No. Percent No. Percent No. 
Slat Edge)  

Percent 

LONGITUDINAL 

Station  Linear Feet 
Per Lane Mile 

General Location with 
Respect to Edge of Pavement 

*No. Found Pumping 
Per Lane Mile From To 



DIAGONAL 

Station Number of 
Complete Cracks 

Per Lane Mile 

No. of Open Cracks 
in Reinf. Pavement 

Per Lane Mile 

- 

Width of 
Representative 

Crack 
(Measured at 

'umber and Percent of Cracks Faulted Number of 
3lowups Per 
Lane Mile 

Total Cracks 
& Joints Per 

Lane Mile 

*Number  
Found 

:obe Pumping 
Per Lane Mile 

- 
From 

- 
To 

L" /" L__ 0,4 " 	k,,, Oiz  + 
No. Percent No. Percent No. 

Slat Edge)  
Perceni 

CORNER BREAKS PER LANE MILE 

Number at Ex-rnsion Joints Number at Contraction Joints Number At Tranoverse Cracks 
Free Edge Interior Edge Free Edge Interior Edge Free Edge Interior Edge 

2' + From 
Corner 

2' - From 
Corner 

2' + From 
Corner 

2' - From 
Corner 

2' + From 
Corner 

2' - From 
Corner.  

2' + From 
Corner 

2' - From 
Corner 

2' + From 
Corner 

2' - From 
Corner 

2' + From 
Corner 

2' - From 
Corner 

* In surveys of projects where pumping at joints and cracks is found to be prevalent it will be found desirable to further classify the condition. 
See special form. 
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Sheet 	of 

HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 

SURVEY OF STRUCTURAL CONDITION OF CONCRETE PAVEMENTS 

CONDITION OF JOINTS 

Marked Route 	 State Hwy. 	_ Section____________ 
County 	 F. A. Rt. and Proj. No.  
Made by 	Date of Field Survey____________ 

Weather_______________________ 
Date of Last Rain______________ 

TRANSVERSE CONTRACTION JOINTS 

Station 
- 

Number and Percent 
of Joints Faulted 

Number of 
Biowups / 
Lane 
Mile 

*Number 
Found to 
be Pumping 
/ Lane 
Mile 

Average 
Joint 
Opening 
Inches 

Number of 
Transverse Cracks 

Within 10 Ft. 
of Joint 
Lane Mile 

From To 
178"- 
1/4' 

1/4"- 
/2" 

1/2" 
-+ - 

No. % No. % I No. % 

TRANSVERSE EXPANSION JOINTS 

Station 
Percentage 
of Joints 
Closed 

Number and Percent 
of Joints Faulted - 

Number of 
Blowups 
Per Lane 
Mile 

*Number 
Found to 
be Pumping 
Per Lane 
Mile 

Number 
of 

Transverse 
Cracks 

Within 10 Ft. of 
Joint / Lane Mile 

From To 
1/8"- 
1/4" 

1/4"- 
1/2" 

1/2" 
+ - 

No. % No. % No. % 

LONGITUDINAL JOINTS 

Functioning Properly: 	Yes 	 No_____________ 
Cl6seck 	 Yes 	 No____________ 
Evidence of Spalling or other Defect (if so, describe)________________________________ 

* In surveys of projects where pumping at joints and cracks is found to be prevalent it 
will be found desirable to further clasify the condition. See special form. 



HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 

PUMPING, FIELD RECONNAISSANCE DATA 

State Route 	Section 	 Jointing Arrangement 
State Highway 	County 	 Expansion Joint Filler 

Contraction Joint Type 

Reinforcing  

Sheet 	of - 

Date 

Weather 

Date of Last Rain 

- - • • • • - • IJr u - - -- - 
Line 
No  . Faulted Joints 

and Cracks 
Load Corner 

Breaks Patches Road 
 Sec on Soil Data 

Number _____  Number No. Length Cut 
Ext.  

Fill Series Horizon Texture Remarks 
Exp. Cont. Cracks mt. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Lotal 

Expansion Joint Opening 	 Contraction Joint Opening 	 Crack Opening 
Condition of Seal 	Condition of Shoulder  
Class 1 - pumping without faulting or slab breakage; Class 2 - pumping accompanied by faulting, but without slab breakage; 
Class 3 - pumping accompanied by faulting and by slab breakage. 



HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 	BLOWING, FIELD SURVEY DATA 	Sheet 

State Route 	 Section 	 Date 	 Crew______ 	Lane' 
State Highway 	 County 	 Weather 	 Date of last rain______ 
Desigit Slab 	 Trans. Joints 	 Long. Joints_____________ 
SUBBASE: Type 	 Depth 	 Width 	 Drainage___________ 

of 	OD 

'Line 
No. 

Stations 
or 

dometerReading 

Length 	INumber 
Feet Miles of 

Panels 

Curves 

Degree 
and 

t.orLt 

Grades 

<1 % 
1 to 3% 

Cut 
or 
Fill 

Cracks Breaks -  Faulted Joints 
Trans. 
Inter.) 

Diagonal 
(Frost) 

Slab 
End 

>3%  

Interiorl 
Corner 

S  

Exterior 
Corner 

Long. 
No. 

Transverse 
i7T 
1/4" 

1/4"- 
1/2" 

17 
+ From To 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

rota 

Ane Blowing 	- 	Amount2  Blowin-Type Shoulders Subgrade Soils 
No. Very

Small 
0-1/2" 

Small 
1/2"- 

1" 

Medium 
1"- 

Large 
4" + 

Total Open3  

4"  

Filled3  Condition Type Type 

2 
3 
4 .  
5 
6 

rotal  

'Show direction as N. B. (For North bound),. S. B., E. B., or W. B. Also show inside or outside on dual lane pavements. 
2  Blow holes counted both as to size and type 

Open - No sand or other granular material in blow hole. Filled - Blow hole contains sand or other granular material 

Re marks 
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HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 

FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT CONDITION SURVEY 

Sheet 	of  

Office Data 

Marked Route  State Highway 	Section  

County  Project No.  

Station (M.P.)  toStation (M.P.) 	Net Length MiFt. 

No. Traffic Lanes  Width of Traffic Lanes (ft.) 	Divided  
yes or no 

Date Built, Begin  End 	Specification Year  

Contractor - Resident Engineer 

Plant Inspector  Road Inspector  

Type Base 	Binder 	Top  

Type Bituminous Material, Prime 	Mix  

Grade Bituminous Material, Prime 	Mix  

Source Bituminous Material, Prime 	Mix___________________________ 

Aggregate: Type  Source 	 Use  

Type  Source 	 Use  

Type  Source 	Use  

Filler or Additive, Type  Source  

Type of Subbase  Thickness of Subbase (in.)  

Thickness of Base (in.)  Rate Application Prime or Tack (gal. per sq. yd.) 

Rate Application (lb. per sq. yd.) Binder 	Top  

Rate Application (gal. per sq. yd.) In Mix 	Seal  

Rate Application (lb. per sq. yd.) In Mix. 	Seal  

Remarks 

Date 	 Signature 



/ 

so 

HIGHWAY DE PART ME NT 

FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT DESIGN Sheet 
	of 

Design of Bituminous Mix 

Binder Course Top Course 

Sieve 
Specifications Job Mix Ave. of 

Lab. Tests 
Specification Job Mix 

I 
Ave. of 

I Lab. Tests 
Percent_Passing Percent_Passing 

1'/2"  

3/ 

10  

40 

80  

200  

Percent A CI 

Tests on Compacted Mixes 

Stability-Method 	 Ave. Top (lb.) 	 Ave. Binder (lb.) 

Ave. Percent of theoretical Density - Top 
	

To Binder 
	

% 

Ave. Percent Voids - Top 
	

To Binder 
	

% 

Average Flow - Top 
	

Binder 

Ave. Percent Voids Filled with Asphalt-Top 
	

% Binder 
	

TO 

Remarks 

Date 	 Signature 



HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 

FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT CONDITION SURVEY 

BASE OR SUBBASE DATA* 	 Sheet 	of 

Route 	 Project - 	 Section 	 County______________________ 
Type 	 Width 	 Thickness 	 Source of Material -- 

Dry 

__________  

Drainage 

Date 	 Signature 

* Strike out words not applicable. 



Route 

HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 	Sheet 

FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT CONDITION SURVEY 

Subgrade Data 

Project 	Section 	County 

Station 
Liquid 
Limit 

Plastic 
Index 

Soil Texture  
Field 

Moisture 
Content 
Percent 

Dry Wt. 
/cu. 	ft. 
lb  

Rel. 
Compaction HRB 

Class 

Gravel 
(+ 2. 0 mm) 
Percent 

Sand 
(2.0 mm-0. 05 mm) 

Percent 

Silt 
(0.05 mm-0. 005 mm) 

Percent 

Clay 
(-0. 005 mm) 

Percent 

Character of Terrain 

Date 	 Signature 



.1. 	HIGHWA DEPARTMENT 

	

FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT CONDITION SURVEY 	- 

SURFACE. CONDITION OF &ITUMINOUS PAVEMENTS 

Sheef 	of 

Route 	 Project________________ 	 Section 
	

County 

Date of Field Survey

VV 
	

________________________________ M4l1ea' 	 DaeofLLa,t'aTh 

DEFECTS 

MPèt to W PX, -  Type of.  Defects 
Total 

Lin. or Sq. Ft. 
Rate 

Per Mile 
% of 

Project Probable Cause 

Transverse Cracks - Lin. Ft. 
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DEFINITIONS OF DEGREES OF SURFACE DEFECTS 

Raveling: 

First Degree. 	Raveling of surface treatment. 
Second Degree. 	Raveling of a surface course other than surface 

treatment. 
-Third Degree. 	Raveling extending through a surface treatment or 

surface course into the base. 

Rutting: 

First Degree. Rutting which is plainly visible but not attended by 
surface cracking. 

Second Degree. Rutting accompanied by cracking but not disintegration. 
Third Degree. Rutting accompanied bypronounced surface displace- 

ment, disintegration, and any hazardous driving con- 
dition. 

Settlement: 

First Degree. Noticeable to traffic but not particularly objectionable. 
Second Degree. Objectionable to a point of requiring reduced speed 

by traffic but without pavement disintegration. 
Third Degree. Accompanied by pavement disintegration. 

Patching: 

The degrees of patching may be defined as first, second, or third accord- 
ing to the degree of settlement which has been eliminated. 

Joint Failure: 	 - 

First Degree. - Slightly open but no raveling. 
Second Degree. Raveling of the surface course. 
Third Degree. Raveling-extending into binder course. 
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DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 

PAVEMENT CONDITION SURVEY 

Stopping Distance Tests 

Road 	 County 	 District 

Location 

Surface Type 

Surface Condition 
(Dry, Wet) 

Date 	Air Temp. 	Pavement Temp.  

Test Car Make 	Weight  

Driver 	Make of Tire  

Tire Tread 	 Rubber 	Pressure  
(good, worn) 	 (Natural, Synthetic) 	(lb/sq in.) 

Trial 	Initial 	Stopping 
No. 	Speed 	Distance 	Avg. Coeff. * 	Remarks 

(mph) (V) 	(feet) (5) 	friction (f)  

2 

* f = __ L_ 
30 5 

Observers 

State Police 

Reported by 
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THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES—NATIONAL RESEARCH COUN-
CIL is a private, nonprofit organization of scientists, dedicated to the 
furtherance of science and to its use for the general welfare. The 

ACADEMY itself was established in 1863 under a congressional charter 
signed by President Lincoln. Empowered to provide for all activities ap-
propriate to academies of science, it was also required by its charter to 
act as an adviser to the federal government in scientific matters. This 
provision accounts for the close ties that have always existed between the 
ACADEMY and the government, although the ACADEMY is not a govern-
mental agency. 

The NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL was established by the ACADEMY 
in 1916, at the request of President Wilson, to enable scientists generally 
to associate their efforts with those of the limited membership of the 
ACADEMY in service to the nation, to society, and to science at home and 
abroad. Members of the NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL receive their 
appointments from the president of the ACADEMY. They include representa-
tives nominated by the major scientific and technical societies, repre-
sentatives of the federal government, and a number of members at large. 
In addition, several thousand scientists and engineers take part in the 
activities of the research council through membership on its various boards 
and committees. 

Receiving funds from both public and private sources, by contribution, 
grant, or contract, the ACADEMY and its RESEARCH COUNCIL thus work 
to stimulate research and its applications, to survey the broad possibilities 
of science, to promote effective utilization of the scientific and technical 
resources of the country, to serve the government, and to further the 
general interests of science. 

The HIGHWAY RESEARCH BOARD was organized November 11, 1920, 
as an agency of the Division of Engineering and Industrial Research, one 
of the eight functional divisions of the NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL. 
The BOARD is a cooperative organization of the highway technologists of 
America operating under the auspices of. the ACADEMY—COUNCIL and with 
the support of the several highway departments, the Bureau of Public 
Roads, and many other organizations interested in the development of 
highway transportation. The purposes of the BOARD are to encourage 
research and to provide a national clearinghouse and correlation service 
for research activities and information on highway administration and 
technology. 


